Company: Managed by Q (also known as Q)
Description: Managed by Q is the platform for workplace management, saving businesses
valuable time by connecting them to the services required to seamlessly operate their space.
With a vision to build the operating system for the working world, Q’s marketplace powers
office operations for thousands of top companies nationwide, from fast-growing startups to
Fortune 500 brands. As the workplace continues to evolve, Q is expanding its services and
broadening its capabilities to help companies create an ideal workspace that reflects their
unique culture.
With acquisition of Hivy and its incorporation into the interface, Q is now equipped to better
handle a large number of users participating and engaging in the management of a workspace.
Through the acquisition of NVS, Q is positioned to disrupt the landscape of commercial real
estate by partnering with brands to find, plan and build out a working space that exemplifies
their vision.
Q’s technology not only increase efficiencies in workspaces, but economically empowers
communities and provides opportunities to small businesses. Through Q’s system of record,
clients are able to build strong, direct relationships with services providers in their community.
Founded in 2014 with $72.5M in funding to date, Q was established on the principle of creating
a “good jobs strategy.” The hallmark of Q’s business is its commitment to creating impactful
and sustainable jobs, by fostering career development and creating economic opportunities for
its staff.
HQ: NYC
Executive Team:
● Dan Teran, co-founder and CEO (LinkedIn)
● Chris Davis, Chief Financial Officer (LinkedIn)
● Phil Sarin, Chief Technology Officer (LinkedIn)
● Megan Bowen, VP of Sales and Account Management (LinkedIn)
Funding:
● December 2016, Series C: $30M
● Series B: $25M
● Series A: $15M
● Seed: $1.6M
Most recent announcements:
● Announced acquisition of NVS – link to press release
● Announced Boston expansion – link to article

●
●

Announced acquisition of HIVY – link to article
Announced Q Services is profitable – link to profile

Link to visual assets:
● Q general images
Boilerplate:
Managed by Q, the platform for office management, makes it easy to run your workspace.
Founded in 2014, Q saves businesses valuable time by connecting them to the services
required to seamlessly operate their space, such as cleaning, maintenance, administrative
staffing, large project management, and more. Q is also committed to spreading a mission of
economic empowerment, by creating good jobs for its Operators and providing opportunities
for small businesses to flourish. With operations in New York, Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago
and San Francisco, Managed by Q is redefining the way the world works.

